North Campus Infrastructure Improvement – West Circle Drive 2015

This project will provide core improvements to MSU’s underground infrastructure system, including upgrades to the steam-distribution tunnels, the water main, and the telecommunication and electrical lines.

Safety improvements to pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular traffic along West Circle Drive will be implemented during this project.

Barrier-free access
- Parking info: MSU Police, (517) 394-2282
- CATA Spec-Tran (6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 days a week): (517) 394-2282

West Circle Drive detour

West Circle Drive is temporarily closed to the public, only service and delivery vehicles are allowed.

The West Circle Drive detour will begin at Kalamazoo Street and Chestnut Road (Spartan Statue) and will direct traffic along eastbound Red Cedar Road to South Shaw Lane. Traffic will then be routed eastbound to Farm Lane and then northbound on Farm Lane to East Circle Drive.

Parking impacts during this phase:
- Lot 11 (closed)
- Lot 6 (closed)
- W. Circle Drive on-street parking (unavailable)
- Music and Music Practice buildings parking (unavailable)

For the most updated project information and detour maps, visit: construction.msu.edu

TO REPORT ANY SAFETY ISSUES OR CONCERNS:
Please contact IPF Dispatch at (517) 353-1760
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